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ZOOM ON ...

JACQUES ROUGERIE

MOUSGOUM HOUSES

The yearly International
Architecture Competition supports
and accompanies the
development of visionary...

The Mousgoum are an ethnic group
from Central and West Africa.
They live in the plains of northern
Cameroon and southwestern Chad ...
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JOIA PRECIOSA
INTERIOR ARCHITECT & BUILDING DESIGNER

W

elcome to the second edition of the #TAA Talented Architects From
Africa Magazine.
This Magazine gives voice to known and unknown talents in the field of
architecture and art.
The objective of this magazine is to allow talents to share their story, to share
their passion and to allow readers to discover them.
Some readers will recognize themselves in them and others will find a major
motivation by reading these few lines.
We hope you enjoy this second edition of our magazine and that it will give you
the opportunity to discover talented people who deserve to be known.
THANK YOU
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JOIA PRECIOSA
INTERIOR ARCHITECT & BUILDING DESIGNER
ARCHITEKINTERNATIONAL.JP@GMAIL.COM
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#TAA SPOTLIGHT

TALENTS

Interior Designer
Obieze Uche Henry,
Interior Designer from
Nigeria

Architect
Cedrix Tsambang junior
Ambassador of Jacques Rougerie
Fondation - Institut of
France and CEO of Chorus
Architecture from Cameroon

page 14

page 05

Architect
Manana Kudakwashe
Stanislus
Architect & Urban
Planner, from
Zimbabwe

page 10

TALENT OF MONTH !
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EXCLUSIVE
INTERVIEW
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WITH

CEDRIX TSAMBANG
CHORUS
ARCHITECTURE
INTERVIEW BY
JOIA PRECIOSA

I am interested in the languages o f the past,
embracing their complexity through the simplicity.
My utopia is to gradually leap into the future,
where artificial intelligence would come before
mass industry .

J.P: Can you Introduce yourself in a few
lines for those who do not know you yet
please ?
C.T : I am Cédrix Tsambang Architect /ONAC 378/
specialised in sustainable architecture and
innovations & green technologies consultant.
I am also a social entrepreneur, a
speaker, researche, junior Ambassador of
Jacques Rougerie Fondation - Institut de
France and CEO of Chorus Architecture.
I am passionate about the development of a post
Carbon world, and as an architect
and designer.

Photography: Cedrix Tsambang

J.P: When did you realize you wanted to
be an architect?
L.A : It's a constant discovery even after ten years,
each project renews or intensifies the curiosity
that animates the desire to be an architect, or just
to be better, the best..!
however, the click came as soon as I learned of
the existence of the profession, the possibility of
practicing a form of civil engineering that
combines art with science.

"I
UNDERSTOOD AS
AN EVIDENCE
THAT I HAD TO GO
TO THAT
UNIVERSE...”

Any content may not be copied without approval or
#TAA notice
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" I AM ONE OF THOSE
WHO DOES NOT
BELIEVE IN
DECORATION AS
DEFINED IN ITS FIRST
SENSE,
AND WHO THINKS
THAT ANY ELEMENT
IN SPACE MUST BE

C.T : I understood as an evidence that I had to go to that universe...
On the other hand, my career left me with little alternative as gratifying, complementary to my
profile, indeed with a scientific background, and an adolescence immersed in music and in
visual arts, with the ambition to be a musician and the concern of my parents to know me as
a scientist, architecture appeared as the happy medium, where I could use mathematics and
social sciences as an orchestra conductor..!

J.P: How did you start and what was the biggest obstacle ?
C.T :The biggest difficulty at the start was to convince those around me that I had to leave
careers such as teaching, medicine, engineering, to study fine arts, even if it was architecture
in this period the art was being perceived only as a distraction or a pastime...
Then, but to a lesser extent, the change of scenery and the rigor of studies in architecture were
some of my obstacles...

DESIGN FROM THE
CONCEPT EVEN IF IT
IN A REHABILITATION
PROJECT "
Any content may not be copied without approval or
#TAA notice
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"IT'S A CONSTANT DISCOVERY EVEN
AFTER TEN YEARS, EACH PROJECT
RENEWS OR INTENSIFIES THE
CURIOSITY"
J.P: Who do you follow and admire for their work, as interior designer or
architect ?
C.T : The obvious is that it cant be just one, it's like falling in love in series, where you go
from one sincere relationship to another ...
But I am attracted by the ecological conscience , but above all the concern for a
designer in a sustainable way, we can nevertheless mention:
Hanna Heringer, Wang Shu, kengo Kuma, Su fijimoto, Adjaye,David, Francis Kere,
Mariam Kamara, Bjarke Engels, Chris Precht and these times is Samer El sayari ..
What challenges me is the solution based design, and the optimization based on the
local natural or heritage potential..!

Any content may not be copied without approval or
#TAA notice
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"MY UTOPIA IS TO
GRADUALLY LEAP
INTO THE FUTURE,
WHERE
ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE
WOULD COME
BEFORE MASS
INDUSTRY .."

Any content may not be copied without approval or
#TAA notice
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J.P: For you, what are the current trends in decoration?

"I AM
ATTRACTED BY
THE
ECOLOGICAL

CONSCIENCE"

C.T : I am one of those who does not believe in decoration as defined in its first sense,
and who thinks that any element in space must be design from the concept even if it
in a rehabilitation project, however sustainable development has impose the biophilic
approach and it is currently especially for us architects, the most highlighted fashion..!
But watch out for greenwashing..!
The scientific method must be put in place to justify the choices, both their visual and
functional contributions
J.P: Any advice you would like to give to #TAA readers
C.T : Don’t think of yourself as a 21st century architect if you design by responding to
the obvious , sustainability teaches us to ground our selves in understanding.
If humans do not want to lose their place, they must take the precautions that the
dinosaurs did not have the intelligence to take ...!
Adapt by learning from nature.

Any content may not be copied without approval or
#TAA notice
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MANANA KUDAKWASHE

READ
MY
STORY

ARCHITECT
FROM :ZIMBABWE
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"MY MISSION IS TO CREATE,
DEVELOP AND BRING TO
FRUITION ENVIRONMENTS
THAT ENHANCE HUMAN
EXPERIENCE, FUSING LOGIC
WITH REALITY, DELIVERING
HIGH QUALITY PROJECTS,
EFFECTIVE & INNOVATIVE
ARCHITECTURAL SOLUTIONS
TO THE SOCIETY."
Manana Kudakwashe Stanislus was
born the 28/08/1996.
He Is a Zimbabwean Architect &
Urban Planner based in Harare
Capital ,Zimbabwe in a Low density
residential called Avondale.
He graduated from the University of
Zimbabwe school of Rural and
Urban Planning.
in 2019 , he is a holder of an Upper
Second Class Degree and
proceeded for Masters in
Engineering and Architecture
(MPhil) targeting Modern Rural
Development and Home
Construction.
Currently, he opened a new
organization (AtgDevCommunity)
providing architecture services and
construction consultancy
advocating for low cost building in
Zimbabwe.
The dream targets to decongest
cities by coming up with innovative
ways of upgrading rural economies.

Any content may not be copied without approval or
#TAA notice
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To be the leading voice for excellence in the building innovative
communities, demonstrating how design enhances the quality of
life, while addressing fundamental issues of the society through
responsible architecture.
My mission is to create, develop and bring to fruition
environments that enhance human experience, fusing logic with
reality, delivering high quality projects, effective & innovative
architectural solutions to the society.
With integrity, I represent myself with strong ethical and moral
standards, embodying my principles of truth, honour, trust and
reliability.
Collaboratively enhancing knowledge and expertise, committed
to providing clear, concise and accurate information and advice.

Any content may not be copied without approval or
#TAA notice
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Teamwork is my inspiration and my main focus is on results.
I do all I can to achieve the desired outcome.

I provide reasonable architecture based on my region where I live
and want a lot more to happen for our communities to grow.
Cost reduction at any stage of the construction system.

Any content may not be copied without approval or
#TAA notice
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READ
MY
STORY

MANANA KUDAKWASHE
ARCHITECT
WRITTEN BY
JOIA PRECIOSA

Architecture is not an Idea But it’s an Expression of a Feeling to reality: The Deep does
Calleth unto the Deep

Manana Kudakwashe developed a keen
interest in both rural and the urban built
environment.
The love of diverse cultures led Manana
Kudakwashe to join the school of design and
Architecture in 2016.
Cost reduction in the building system is what
motivated Manana to design projects inspired
by traditional architects such as Mike Pierce
(who designed Eastgate Mall in Harare).
He started in 2020 as a junior professional
architect.
The biggest challenges were:
1.Covid 19 pandemic which led some clients
to refuse to invest .
2. Lack of capital for set up a perfect studio
with the resources that make all the
requirements of the architecture project
perfect.
Manana used his personal savings to start a
small consulting business.

Manana Kudakwashe said :
"I am a African and in terms of decoration and
texturing, I advocate for low cost but
environment chooses the texture required on
structures and current designs are following the
need to achieve
sustainability.
Greening is what makes the life at homes in both
interior and exterior.
However, light material is my choice, those that
cannot react badly with weather and chemical
reactions.
Architecture is not an idea but it’s an
expression of a feeling. Architecture is a
transaction of messages that comes from
within. Cost isn’t a factor or barrier to luxurious
living but outcome is what matters most."

ARCHITECTURE IS NOT AN IDEA

BUT IT’S AN EXPRESSION OF A FEELING

Any content may not be copied without approval or
#TAA notice
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OBIEZE UCHE HENRY

READ
MY
STORY

"I WAS LOOKING AT DIFFERENT
HOUSES AND OFFICES AND I
REALIZED HOW IMPORTANT
INTERIOR DESIGN PLAYS A
ROLE IN OUR LIVES..."

I am Obieze Uche Henry and i am
a interior designer from Nigeria.
My company is Lagosworkshop,
Lagosworkshop.ng is an interior
design vision that started in a very
small place in awka , Nigeria.
When I was younger, there was a
family friend who had a business
called LUMEN DECOR at the
time, so me being a young boy
who loves ART, DESIGN and
STYLE ...
I wanted to get the knowledge
about how to mix materials to
create a comfortable space.
I wanted to learn how to furnish
space and how texture, color,
lighting, and other factors
combine and interact to make a
space eye-catching and
enjoyable.

.

INTERIOR DESIGNER
FROM :NIGERIA
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I was looking at different homes and offices
and i realized how designing the interior plays
an important role in our lives to make our
surroundings look beautiful.
That was a great opportunity for me to learn.
So, i seized the opportunity and learn from
LUMEN DECOR whom was a great interior
designer for me , since then i have been
working from Awka in Lagos Nigeria where we
have a bigger market and where i did my first
big project at gas 38 Lekki .
After i worked in Lagos again , in Tbilisi and in
Georgia and other places...
The Next plan is work in the Uk.
That is a little story about my job .
Thanks for making out time to read.

Any content may not be copied without approval or
#TAA notice
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My advice for the #TAAMagazine readers.
“Learn to enjoy every minute of your life. Be
happy now.
Don’t wait for something outside of yourself
to make you happy in the future.
Think how really precious is the time you
have to spend, whether it’s at work or with
your family.
Every minute should be enjoyed and
savored and also Don't forget to read more
on #TAAMagazine its the best choice
Magazine for you.

Any content may not be copied without approval or
#TAA notice
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2022 International
Architecture Competition
About Jacques
Rougerie Foundation
Every year, the International Prizes of the
Jacques Rougerie Foundation Institut de France reward bold and visionary
architects, designers, artists, engineers and
urban planners from all over the world who
imagine the habitats of the future related to
the Ocean or to Space.

The website
The yearly International Architecture
Competition supports and accompanies the
development of visionary biomimetic
architectural projects located in the Sea, in
Space or addressing the challenges of the
Sea Level Rise.
https://www.fondation-jacquesrougerie.com/competition

Partners

Any content may not be copied without approval or
#TAA notice
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Mousgoum Houses
SEASHELL HOUSES
THE MOUSGOUM, THE ETHNIC GROUP FROM WEST AFRICA
Redactor : Joia Preciosa
The Mousgoum are an ethnic group from
Central and West Africa.
They live in the plains of northern Cameroon
and southwestern Chad, eastern Nigeria and
western Niger.
This ethnic group is best known for the
atypical architectural style of their villages.
These shell-shaped houses usually take about
six months to build. These houses are created
from a mixture of clay soil, vegetable fibers
(grass, straw, seaweed, etc.) and organic
matter (animal excrement, fish oil, etc.) dried
in the sun.

OBOE CASES
The domed huts a variant of the cob. Oboe
building is the most widely used technique in
the world, as no tools are needed – hands,
earth and water are enough.
The name of these houses (“oboe cases”) comes
from their similarity with the profile of
seashells. It is very close to the catenary arch,
the ideal mathematical shape to support
maximum weight with minimum material.
This profile also reduces the pressure effect of
the impact of water drops on the walls. In
addition, the extraordinary height (up to 9
meters) of these houses provides a climate of
comfort on hot days.
The top of the house is pierced with a circular
opening, allowing air to circulate, resulting in a
feeling of freshness. Called the "smoke hole", it
is covered with a slab that prevents rainwater
from entering the house.

The entrance is equipped with a single door which is
narrow at the bottom but wider at the top. In total, the
composition of a Mousgoum family dwelling
traditionally includes five huts:
One for the head of the family, two for the women, one
for cooking and one for livestock.
In the center is usually a millet granary.
The five cabins are connected by a clay wall and can
only be accessed through a locked door at night.
The Mousgoum people still have deeply rooted habits
and customs.
The head of the family, for example, resides alone in his
own hut, which is often distinguished by its large size.
Each of his wives has her own house, where she lives
with her unmarried children. The adult sons, who are
still single live together in a separate cabin. Mousgoum
tradition dictates that upon death, the head of the
family is always buried in his house.
Afterwards, the upper level dome of his house is
destroyed so that no one can use it.

Any content may not be copied without approval or
#TAA notice
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WOMEN IN THE
ARCHITECTURE
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WOMEN IN THE ARCHITECTURE
Usually, a woman encounters different types of obstacles, not only in architecture but in most career choices.
She must balance her personal and professional life to thrive in both areas.
You will tell me that it is the same thing for men, which is true.
But, in the early stages as an architect, every woman goes through a very difficult time, finding her place in this 'mostly' patriarchal profession.
Unless she has the potential to define her own workspace or her identity, she must fight to achieve her goals.
Not easily accepted by “societal norms”, it takes a long time for a woman to define an identity of herself and her work in this field. Usually, a
female architect starts by working with her partner and starting a business.
This is the scenario that most female architects choose... Because it's easier, they have an ally and a springboard that allows them to build an
address book and make a name for themselves in the industry, as well as a reputation.
This makes things easier when you later want to continue on your own.
That's not to say a woman can't be successful on her own, but it's one of the paths women choose to launch their careers. Despite all this,
women thrive in almost every field of architecture.
From interior designer to architectural journalism, through site monitoring and many others.
While some are successful, some are still on the path that will lead them to success.
and with determination she will get there.
Here are some major obstacles that every female architect faces at the start of her career:
*Lack of recognition, Gender inequality, Lower preference compared to other male architects, Long working hours, Unequal salary...
She is discouraged from doing other kinds of work in the field of architecture. And people are often very surprised to see a woman in this
position and are much more demanding or, on the contrary, they don't take you seriously.
Despite these inequalities, the woman architect strives to contain her passion to find a place for herself in the ocean of architecture.
Especially in a male-led office, in most cases female architects are given computerized work rather than on-site work due to security concerns
and other issues. On rare occasions, such stereotypes will lead them to change jobs and this will ultimately result in fewer practicing female
architects.
To avoid these situations, most female architects end up working freelance. It's not as easy as it seems to be a female architect with all these
obstacles. It is substantial to accept the fact that an architect who comes up with innovative ideas for practicing architecture through constant
hard work can certainly succeed in the field of architecture – be it a man or a woman.
And you, do you think that a woman architect must continually prove her level of skills?
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ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
AND TALENTS
CONTACT
Thank you !
We would like to thank you to all the members of the #TAA
group for their loyalty and their investment in #TAA, the
BUILDACE Magazine for its support, the Real African
Architecture Facebook page for their support given to #TAA
since the beginning, Yoel Kime Mukena Mukalay who is present
since the beginning of the adventure and sharing magnificent
publication, Musanton Musa for his permanent support .
Thank you to Cedrix tsambang, Manana Kudakwashe and
Obieze Uche Henry for accepting the interview.

Photography :Built By King

Manana Kudakwashe

Cedrix tsambang

Obieze Uche Henry

CONTACT

CONTACT

CONTACT
Phone Number +995 557 22 84 12

Calls: +263778982436

EMAIL : cedrixtsambang@chorus-archi.com

+234 703 54 42 275

Calls & WhatsApp I +27620902218

Phone : +237 697 72 89 36

Email: Tammy007Henry@gmail.com

Email: stayinmyhome0828@gmail.com

Social network :

studio@atgdevcommunity.com

facebook : Sthève Cédrix Tsambang Fokou

Facebook: AtgDev Comms I

/ instagram / linkedin:

AtgDevCommunity & Construction

cedrix tsambang and chorus architecture

Instagram @Lagosworkshop.Ng

Instagram: AtgDevCommunity Zw
Twitter: AtgDevCommunity

#TAAMAGAZINE
TALENTED ARCHITECTS FROM AFRICA

Linked In: Manana Kudakwashe Stanislus
Google: Manana Kudakwashe Stanislus

Any content may not be copied without approval or
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JOIA PRECIOSA
INTERIOR ARCHITECT & BUILDING DESIGNER

D

ISCLAiMER

The content of this magazine was provided by an external third-party provider
and the talents of #taamagazine. This website is not responsible for such
external content and does not control it. This content is provided "as is" and "as
available" and has not been modified in any way. Neither this website nor our
affiliates guarantee perfect accuracy.
The magazine is provided for informational purposes only. Neither this website
nor our affiliates shall be responsible for any errors or inaccuracies in the
content, or for any actions taken by you in reliance thereon. You expressly agree
that your use of the information in this article is at your own risk.
To the fullest extent permitted by applicable law, this website, its parent,
subsidiaries, affiliates and the respective shareholders, directors, officers,
employees, agents, advertisers, content providers and licensors shall not be
liable (together or severally) from you for any direct, indirect, consequential,
special, incidental, punitive, or exemplary damages, including, without limitation,
lost profits, lost savings, and lost revenue, whether negligence, tort, contract or
any other theory of liability, even if the parties were advised of the possibility or
could have foreseen such damages.
#TAAMAGAZINE
TALENTED ARCHITECTS FROM AFRICA

JOIA PRECIOSA
INTERIOR ARCHITECT & BUILDING DESIGNER
ARCHITEKINTERNATIONAL.JP@GMAIL.COM
FACEBOOK : #TAA GROUP
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